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The importance of flow in the Mozambique Channel to
seasonality in the greater Agulhas Current system
A. Biastoch,
1,3C. J. C. Reason,
• J. R. E. Lutjeharms,
1 andO. BoebelI
Abstract. The temporalvariabilityof the greaterAgulhasCurrent systemhasimportant climatologicalconsequences.Somerecentresultshavesuggestedthat this
variability contains a large seasonalcomponent, due
to changesin the circulation at latitudes poleward of
Madagascaronly. A model simulationshowsthat the
contributionof TropicalSurfaceWater to AgulhasCurrent waters, via the Mozambique Channel, also has a
distinctseasonalcharacteristic
that is broughtaboutby
the seasonalwind stressover the tropical Indian Ocean.
This simulated flow through the Channel contributes
substantiallyto the seasonalityof the AgulhasCurrent.
This model result is shown to be not inconsistent

situated[StrammaandLutjeharms,
1997],the seasonal
variability in the AgulhasCurrent was dominatedby
local wind forcing. However,the Matano et al. model
has a northern boundary at 20øS that intersectsthe
Mozambique Channel, thus preventing a contribution
of water to the Agulhas Current from here. It has been

demonstrated [Strarnrnaand Lutjeharms,1997] that
at least 8% of the baroclinicvolumeflux of the Agulhas Current does in fact derive from the Mozambique
Channel. Furthermore, it is feasiblethat the dramatic
changesin monsoonalwindsnorth of about 15øSmight
provide strong seasonalforcing for currents near and in
the MozambiqueCurrent [Maltfurl et al., 1998]. This
study usesa model that extends to 6.5øS which allows
it to take the influence of the Mozambique Channel on
the Agulhas Current systeminto account.

with

availablehydrographicobservations.
Introduction

The AgulhasCurrentplaysan importantrolein global The Model
ocean climate through its influenceon interbasin exThe model used here is based on the GFDL Modular
changebetween the South Indian and South Atlantic OceanModel [MOM2; Pacanowski,
1996]and coversthe

Oceans [Gordon,1986]. Temporalvariationsin the
behaviorof the Agulhas Current may have a significant effect on this role by influencingthe frequency
of ring sheddingat the Agulhasretrofiection [LutjeharmsandvanBallegooyen,
1988],the mainmechanism
by which this interbasinleakagecomesabout. Pearce
and Griindlingh[1982]havesuggested
that there is no
clear seasonalityin this current, although a weak seasonality was suggestedby measurementsof the trans-

whole South Atlantic

and the South Indian

Ocean from

6.5øS to 65øS. The Agulhas region (20øW- 70øE) is
modeledat eddy-permittingresolution(1/3 ø x 113ø),
and this is reduced

to 1.2 ø at the boundaries.

In the

vertical, 29 levels are used.
The

model

was forced with

winds

and heat fluxes

obtained from the consistentECMWF climatology of

Barnlet et al. [1995]. At the lateral boundaries,an
open boundary formulism connects the model to the
rest of the world ocean. The necessarybarotropic veloc-

port [Griindlingh,1980]. Subsequent
studieshaveindicated seasonalchangesin the Agulhas retrofiection

region [Quartlyand Srokosz,1993]and in the South
WestIndianOceanasa whole [Ffieldet al., 1997],but
the statistical significanceof these resultsis still weak,
due to a lack of sufficientlylongtime series.

Matano et al. [1999]applieda GCM to the South

-20.

Indian Ocean and showedtwo geographicallydistinct
modesof variabilityseparatedby the submarineridges
southof Madagascar. West of these ridgeswherethe
greaterpart of the South West Indian Oceansubgyreis
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Figure 1.
5-year climatology of the model transport of the Agulhas Current at 32øS (solid), through
the MozambiqueChannel at 23øS (dashed)and of the

East MadagascarCurrent at 23øS(dotted); in Sv (106
m3s-•). Note that flowsouthis negative.
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Figure 2. 5-yearclimatologyof the modelsalinityat 200 m depth at 20øS(a), 24øS(b) and 31øS(c). All
sectionsare perpendicularto the main flow direction. Light gray indicatesthe coastlineand dark gray the ocean
bottom topography at this location.
ities at these points are taken from the Semtner Model

[Stammeret al., 1996; run POCM_4A, which has similar forcing to the current model]. Surfacesalinity is
restored with a timescale of 50 days to the monthly
climatologyof Levituset al. [1994],thesedata alsoinitialize the model. After spinning up from rest for 30
years, model fields are averagedover a further 5 year
integration to a monthly climatology and this is ana-

At 20øS, the salinity minimum (which corresponds
to model TSW) is evident from May to August. Note
that

the model

TSW

is found

at the surface

at 15øS

in the Mozambique Channel and slowly sinks down as
it is advected south on the inshore edge of the current

lyzed below.

Further details of the model are given in Biastoch

[1998]. The ability of this modelto simulateboth the
large-scalecirculation in the greater Agulhassystemas
well as its mesoscalevariability has been demonstrated

by Biastochand Kraufl [1999].
Results

Figure I showsthat the modelexhibits seasonalityin
Agulhas Current transport with the contribution from
the Mozambique Channel varying from near zero in

February/Marchto over 20 Sv in August. By contrast,
there is little evidence of any seasonality in the East
MadagascarCurrent. At 32øS,the southward transport
of the AgulhasCurrent is weakestin January and March

Pet(h#

and the October/Novembermaximumis displacedfrom
the MozambiqueChannel maximum of August. This
lag suggests
an advectivelink betweenthe seasonalsignal in the Channel and that off the South African coast.

Heywoodand Somayajulu[1997],whoexaminedaltimeter data in the South Indian Ocean and who showed

strongesteddy kinetic energyin the MozambiqueChannel, also suggesteda seasonalityin the Channel and in
the Agulhas Current that is consistentwith our model
results.

It has previously been shownthat the contribution to

the flux of the AgulhasCurrentthat comesthroughthe
Mozambique Channel consistslargely of Tropical SurfaceWater [TSW; Harris, 1972].This water,with characteristically low salinity values is found inshore of the

coreof the AgulhasCurrent [Beal and Bryden,1998].
To test if the observedvariability in the contribution
from the MozambiqueChannelshownin Figure I is evident in the TSW inshoreof the Agulhas Current, the
time variation of salinity at various sectionsacrossthe Figure 3.
Zonal hydrographicsectionat 30øS in
model current was considered(Figure 2). The sections September1987. Shownare salinity (a) and the •-S
were constructedat 200 m depth so as to capture the diagramfor thesestations(b). TropicalSurfaceWater
simulated TSW at the depth at which it has been ob- (T _• 15ø C, S _• 35.4) is markedby blue dots and its
served off South Africa.
occurrence
alongthe sectionis shownin (c).
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Figure 4. Streamfunction
of the modeltransportin February(a) and August(b), in Sv. Absolutevalueand
vectorsof the windstressin February(c) and August(d) (Notethat onlyeverythird vectoris drawn). Units are
dynescm-2.
(not shown), so that at 20øS it is located at 200 m
depth. Further south (24øS),this minimum can be seen
in July and August while at 31øS in the Agulhas Current proper, there is a weak signature from September
to December. Taking a typical current speedon the inshoreedgeof the AgulhasCurrent (where the TSW is

locatedin the model)of 0.22 ms-• (20-24øS)and0.33
ms-• (24-31øS)givesrespective
estimatesof the time

propriate hydrographic data in the region. Figure 3
representsone such section and shows evidence of the
distinct presenceof TSW along a transect across the
Agulhas Current. This water mass can be seen extending from the current core to the coast and from
the surface to about 250 m depth. It is a bit fresher
than the model TSW; however, this is not unexpected
given that the model freshwater flux simply involvesa

for this water to be advected between these transects of

relaxation to Levitus et al. [1994] data at the surface

23 days and 32 days. These estimatesappear consistent
with the advectivetime lags suggestedby Figure 2.
While the seasonalsignalof the TSW showsup clearly
in the model, the sparsityof available hydrographicobservationsat appropriate spacing makes it difficult to
resolvein the real world. Seasonalityaveragedover a
number of years may be hard to detect by synoptic
hydrographic sectionsif the flow of TSW were spasmodic or consistedof specialevents,which might well
be the case. Nevertheless,we have examined all ap-

on a 50 day timescale. Hence the currently available
observations are inadequate to unequivocally confirm
the hypothesis that seasonalvariations in the transport
of TSW through the Mozambique Channel contribute
to the seasonalityof the Agulhas Current. However,
they are certainly not inconsistent with this concept
and their sparsity re-inforcesthe need for an extended

field study in this important region.
Why would there be a marked seasonality in the flow
through the Mozambique Channel? A plausible mech-
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Figure 5. Hypothesis
of the maincirculationin the greaterAgulhasCurrentSystemin australsummer(a) and
winter (b). "HP" indicatesthe centerof the high pressurecell, blue arrowsthe additionalEkman transport.
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anism is suggested in Figure 4. In austral summer,
the core of the South Indian Anticyclone lies to the

Beal, L.M., and H.L. Bryden, 1998: The velocity and vortic-

man transport associatedwith the southeasterly winds
northeast of Madagascar has been calculated as contributing about 25% of the total flow into the Channel.
This flow then transports TSW from the Indian Ocean
into the Channel during winter with advection of this

eddiesin the sourceregionsof the Agulhas Current, J.
Phys. Oceanogr.,29, 2303- 2317.
Ffield, A., J. Toole, and D. Wilson, 1997: Seasonalcircu-

ity structureof the AgulhasCurrent at 32øS,J. Geophys.

Res., submitted.
south (Figure 4c). However,in winter, it is far enough Biastoch,
A., 1998: Zirkulation und Dynamik in der Agnorth (Figure 4d) that the associatedbarotropictransulhasregionarthandeines numerischenModeIls, Berichte
port can flow north of Madagascar and can be driven
aus dem Institut fiir Meereskunde Nr. 301, Kiel.
into the MozambiqueChannel(Figures4b,5b). The Ek- Biastoch, A., and W. Kraufi, 1999: The role of mesoscale

lation in the South Indian Ocean, Geophys. Res. Letters,
24, 2773- 2776.

Gordon, A. L., 1986: Interocean exchangeof thermocline
water, J. Geophys.Res., 91, 5037- 5046.
Grfindlingh,M. L., 1980: On the volumetransport of the
AgulhasCurrent, Deep-SeaRes., 27, 557- 563.
Harris, T. F. W., 1972: Sourcesof the AgulhasCurrent in
the spring of 1964, Deep-Sea Res., 19, 633 - 650.
Levitus, S., R. Burgert, and T. Boyer, 1994: World Ocean
Atlas 199J, Vol. 3, Salinity, and Vol. J, Temperature,
NOAA Atlas NESDIS 3 •4 4, U.S. Dep. of Comm., Washington, D.C.
Lutjeharms,J. R. E., and R. C. van Ballegooyen,
1988:The
Indian Oceangyre [Strammaand Lutjeharms,1997]
retrofiectionof the AgulhasCurrent, J. Phys. Oceanogr.,

signalinto the AgulhasCurrent by spring(Figure 2).
During summerhowever,the Anticyclonelies too far
to the south (Figure 4c) for the transport to extend
into the MozambiqueChannel (Figures4a,5a) and the
net southward transport in the Channel is near zero
(Figure 1). Hence,there is no signatureof TSW in the
model(Figure 2); insteadthe AgulhasCurrent receives
a greater preportion of its water from the South West
2-3 months

later.

18, 1570- 1583.

Maltrud, M.E., R.D. Smith, A.J. Semtner,and R.C. Malone, 1998: Globaleddy-resolving
oceansimulationsdriven
by 1985-1995atmosphericwinds, J. Geophys.Res., 103,

Conclusion
Simulations

with a model that includes the Mozam-
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Matano, R. P., C. G. Simonato, and P. T. Strub, 1999:
Modellingthe wind drivenvariablityof the SouthIndian

bique Channel showevidencethat the flow through this
Ocean, J. Phys. Oceanogr.,29, in press.
Channel may contribute significantly to the seasonal
Pacanowski,
R. C., 1996: MOM œ Version œ, Documentasignal in the Agulhas Current. This extendsthe pre-

viousworkof Matano et al. [1999]whodid not include

tion, User'sGuide and ReferenceManual, Tech. Rep. 3.2,

GFDL.

the Mozambique Channel in their model domain and Pearce, A. F., and M. L. Griindlingh, 1982: Is there a seawho focussedon the role of the Madagascar Ridge in
sonalvariationin the AgulhasCurrent?, J. Mar. Res.,40,
177184.
preventing midlatitude barotropic Rossbywavesfrom
Quartly,
G. D., and M. A. Srokosz,1993: Seasonalvariations
communicatingthe seasonalsignal in the South Indian
in the regionof the Agulhasretroflection:Studieswith
Ocean to the northern Agulhas Current. At lower latGeosatand FRAM, J. Phys. Oceanogr.,23, 2107- 2124.
itudes, these waves are lesssensitive on seasonalscales Heywood, K. J.,Y. K. Somayajulu, 1997: Eddy activity in
to the bottom topographyand our resultsshowthe pothe South Indian Ocean from ERS-1 altimetry, Proc. 3rd
Symp. on "Spaceat the Service of our Environment", Flotentially important role that the Mozambique Channel
rence, March 1997 (ESA-SP 414), 1479- 1483.
can play in influencing the seasonalityof the Agulhas
Stammer, D., R. Tokmakian, A. Semtner, and C. Wunsch,
Current system.
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